Attention all first-time-baccalaureate students:

Participation in a process to assess your General Studies knowledge and skills during your senior year is a requirement for graduation. Because the Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) is used for all seniors who live within a 100-mile radius of the Peru campus, this requirement is referred to as the “senior CAAP requirement.” Students living outside the 100-mile radius are permitted to select from a list of alternative assessments to meet the senior CAAP requirement.

The 2013-2014 CAAP testing schedule is available at http://www.peru.edu/cats/CAAP.htm, along with additional information about the policy, a map showing the 100-mile radius, and a list of the alternatives for distance learners.

If you are within 12 months of graduating and have not yet completed the senior CAAP requirement or made plans to do so, please attend to this. To sign up for a CAAP session, email Marie Meland at mmeland@peru.edu. Be sure to include your first and last name, your NUID, your expected graduation term, and the session you plan to attend.

If you read the information posted at http://www.peru.edu/cats/CAAP.htm and still have questions, I will be happy to assist you.